Systematic research was carried out for shock wave reflection problems from an explosion in real air. When shock waves from an explosion on the ground meet with the mountain terrain of positive slope, a single reflection appears. When an aerial explosion above-ground is presented, on basis of the interaction of the incident shock wave with the ground, continuous reflection is produced. If the explosion occurs in a tunnel, due to restriction of the narrow tunnel space, a complicated interaction of shock waves with the walls and reflected shock waves is produced. A calculation of regular and Mach reflection of shock waves from an explosion is conducted with real air state equations. In a regular reflection region, we adopt the variable γ regular reflection theory and the reflectiontermination condition is controlled by the sonic ray angle. In a Mach reflection region, we adopt the Russian scientist Korotkov method to establish the linear analysis solution for a small slope angle and give the start condition for Mach reflection and the limit control condition of Mach reflection for different explosions. Our study leads to a curve diagram showing the relation of ground shock waves' reflection overpressure and dynamic pressure versus incident overpressure and incident angle. Keywords: regular reflection of shock wave, Mach reflection of shock wave, explosion real air state equations interaction of shock wave with the walls.
Introduction
We define a strong airblast as an airblast whose overpressure is greater than or equal to 4MPa. When the overpressure of an airblast is greater than 4MPa, or when the air temperature is higher than 2000 Kelvin, nitrogen and oxygen , , molecules in the air will be dissociated. When the temperature goes higher than 8000K, air atoms will be ionized. Therefore, the state equations of ideal gases are applicable only to lowstrength airblasts, while strong airblasts require real-air state equations. The maximum reflection coefficient is calculated to be 8 with the ideal-gas model; however, the overpressure coefficient of reflected airblast wave could be greater than 10 in the real air.
This paper presents a theoretical calculation method of the strong airblast reflection coefficient with a variable ratio of specific heat (see Table 1 ). The data in this table are the results of strict calculation based on normal reflection of real-air shock wave overpressure impacting on the wall. Let ΔP f -incident overpressure ΔP r -reflection overpressure γ f -specific heat ratio of incident wave γ r -specific heat ratio of reflection wave The γ f of incident pressure and the γ r of reflected pressure are approximately equal.
Simulation experiments demonstrated the reliability and correctness of those calculation results.
Calculation of strong airblast wave regular reflection

Normal reflection for explosions in air
The overpressure of a normally reflected airblast can be calculated with the following formula:
where γ is the variable ratio of specific heat of the air, which is dependent on the incident air blast wave overpressure.
The function of the ratio of specific heat depending on the real air overpressure
Parameters at the air blast front satisfy the following shock wave conditions:
And the real-air state equations are given by American scholar Brode:
For obtaining the solution to above-mentioned equations and specific heat ratio, air density iteration technique is utilized frequently. So, the relation between the ratio of specific heat and the real-air pressure can be obtained.
Regular reflection for bursts in air
The overpressure of regularly reflected airblast waves can be calculated with the following formula.
( )
The reflection overpressure is a function of incident overpressure and incident angle.
( , )
Incident shock wave and reflection wave on the ground.
The sonic angle of regular reflection is defined as the incident angle where the perturbation after the reflected airblast wave catches up with the intersecting point of the incident wave and reflected wave. The sonic angle ω can be calculated with the following formulae.
The horizontal dynamic pressure of regular reflection
The dimensional formula for calculating the horizontal dynamic pressure of shock waves from regular reflection is given below. 
The projection of the incident and reflected shock wave particle velocity on the reflected shock satisfies the equality conditions. Then the dynamic pressure can be obtained.
Utilizing Newton's binary iteration, the sonic angle or the relation between the reflection overpressure and the incident overpressure can be found out. 
Hence the maximum sonic angle can be found out to be 46º. 
The starting angle of mach reflection and transition reflection
The Mach reflection starting angle meets the requirements of low-stem Mach reflection -the reflection wave catches up with the intersection point of the incident wave and reflection wave, and then the combined low-stem Mach shock wave perpendicular to the ground is formed (see Fig.2 ). ( 1 ) sin 2 ( 1 )
The starting angle of Mach reflection and transition reflection.
Three-wave intersection
The sonic angle and the transition overpressure can be obtained by using the regular reflection equation, the low-stem Mach reflection angle equation, and the sonic angle equation. 
And the maximum incident overpressure ΔP max is:
The mach reflection area
The unified calculation of the overpressure of the Mach reflection area is based on Russian scholar Korotkov's trinomial theory, and the boundaries are controlled by the sonic angle, the low-stem Mach reflection starting angle conditions and the semi-spherical reflection conditions respectively.
So the overpressure of the Mach reflection area is determined by the sonic angle conditions. When 
Conclusion
With real-air state equations, the calculation of regular reflection and Mach reflection of shock waves are studied in depth. For regular reflection, based on the variable-γ reflection theory, the reflection termination is under the control of the sonic angle. For Mach reflection, Russian scholar Korotkov's method is adopted to apply the theoretical linear solution with small slope angles, and to find out the conditions for Mach reflection starting and for hemispherical reflection termination. Our study leads to a curve diagram showing the relation of ground shock wave's reflection overpressure and dynamic pressure versus incident overpressure and incident angle. Our results are available to research on the reflection of shock waves from different types of bursts in real air.
